




 U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE
131 M Street, N.E., Suite 4NW02F
Washington, D.C. 20507
,
Complainant,



 v.




U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE,
Agency,




Date: Nov. 7, 2011


COMPLAINANT’S MOTION TO AMEND 

	COMES NOW Complainant, via her representative, hereby moves for amending the charge pending before the Commission in the matter reference above and responds to Agency’s Motion for partial Summary Judgment (“Agency Motion”).

Motion to Amend

	Complainant moves to amend the pending claim by adding the following recent allegation:

Based on her race (African-American) and disability (Asthma, perceived or otherwise), and based on her prior EEO activity, Complainant was discriminated and retaliated against when on October 11, 2011 Complainant learned that on September 15, 2011 her employment with DIA contractor, XXXX, was terminated due to Agency’s (DIA’s) cessation of her security clearance, which was necessary for Complainant to enter DIA’s building to have meetings with DIA staff as part of her essential duties as Communications Support Specialist for XXXX.  

Complainant Exh. 1 (Complainant Affidavit dated November 2, 2011) par 21-23.

The grounds for amending to add the above claim are as follows: Complainant worked for the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA or “Agency”) from January 8, 2008 to May 22, 2009 as a Technical Editor in the XXXX Group (“XX”) of the XXXX Division.  Agency Motion, 3.  On May 22, 2009 she was terminated from her employment with the Agency.  ROI 345 
From August 8, 2011 to September 15, 2011 Complainant was employed by XXXX as a Communications Support Specialist under XX XXXX as her first level supervisor.  Comp. Exh 1 par 10.  XXXX was and is located at XXXX.  Comp. Exh. 1 par 10.  XXXX exclusively works with DIA as a sub-contracting company in partnership with XXX Comp. Exh. 1 par 11.  Under XXXX, Complainant was assigned to DIA to work on the XXXX Management Program.  Id. par 12.  On August 9, 2011 Complainant attended a kick-off meeting with following DIA employees:  Division Chief;  Executive Assistant; , Deputy; and  Chief.  Id. par 12a.  From August 9, 2011 to August 19, 2011 Complainant was allowed access to DIAC building, with an escort from DIA as a cleared employee of GGG, on XXXX, XXX, to work on the XXXX Management Program.  Id. par 12b.  , the Division Chief at GGG, functioned as Complainant’s day to day supervisor on site at GGG.  Id. par 12c.  
On August 19, 2011 Complainant was told that her access to the XYZ building was denied due to problem with security clearance.  Id. par 13; Complainant Exh. 2 ( email dated Aug. 19, 2011), p 2.  Complainant’s security clearance was initiated and held since 2008 by GGG.  Comp. Exh. 1 par 13.  Due to cessation of security clearance, Complainant worked from home between August 19, 2011 and September 15, 2011.  Id. par 14.  On September 15, 2011 Complainant was terminated from her employment at XXX due to not having access to the ZZZZ building, where her work was to be performed.  Id. par 15.  On October 11, 2011 during the unemployment compensation hearing Complainant learned that the reason for her termination was due to her security clearance not being transferred over to or validated by ggg.  Id. par 16.  To date, Complainant has not been notified by ggg regarding her security clearance—as to whether it was expired or revoked.  Complainant believes that her security clearance should remain valid, as it was confirmed to be in “active” status and was picked up in April 2011 by another Defense contractor ().  Id. par 17.  Complainant believes and alleges that the only reason why her security clearance was not transferred over to or validated by ggg was due to her prior EEO cases lodged and still pending against GGG (the instant matter) and based on her race and disability.  Id. par 21-23.  Complainant’s qualification, ability, and experience with ggg was well appreciated by ZZZ first level supervisor, Mr. X.  Comp. Exh. 2, pp 1-2.  There was no reason other than GGG’s refusal to transfer and validate Complainant’s security clearance for XXX’s termination of her employment. 
Based on the foregoing, Complainant moves that the instant matter be amended to include GGG’s refusal to transfer over or validate her security clearance in August and September 2011, which resulted in termination of her employment with GGG’s contractor,  on September 15, 2011, as stated above.  
The new discrimination and retaliation charge against GGG, as cited above, must be accepted for adjudication based on the fact that DIA was de facto Complainant’s employer in August and September 2011 for the following reasons: 1) GGG controlled Complainant’s security clearance.  2) GGG provided Complainant with location and means of her work (i.e., XYZ building located in GGG premises and the GGG team Complainant needed to be in contact with to carry on the project).  3) GGG provided the day to day supervision for Complainant via GGG staff,  the Division Chief at DIA.  Id., par 12c.  4) GGG provided the work, the nature and type of work, and the manner of performing the work for Complainant through its contract with .  
In short, had it not been GGG, Complainant would not be assigned to any work while being employed by .  Had it not been GGG’s refusal to transfer or validate her security clearance, Complainant would still be working for GGG in the contracted projects obtained from  .  
The above referenced new allegation stems from the instant claim, as it evinces the continuing retaliation and discrimination practices Agency is engaged in against Complainant based on its management’s discriminatory and retaliatory animus toward Complainant.  It is related to the instant claim, as Agency seeks to continue to harm Complainant in discriminatory and retaliatory manner by refusing to transfer or validate her security clearance with discriminatory and retaliatory intent to jeopardize Complainant’s gainful employment with contractor,  and to prevent her from performing any work related to .
Based on the foregoing, Complainant moves that the above articulated, new claim be added to the instant claim pending before the Commission as amendment.    
A proposed order is enclosed herewith.

Motion to Amend the Claim No. 8.

	Complainant furthermore moves that the accepted claim No. 8 be amended.  The claim no. 8, as accepted, reads as follows:

8.  On April 13, 2009 Complainant was denied a requested employment transfer.

ROI 190.

Complainant moves that the claim no. 8 be amended to read as follows:

8` On April 13, 2009 Complainant was denied an employment transfer as a reasonable accommodation.

The grounds for amend the claim 8 is as follows:  On April 13, 2009 Complainant submitted an undated written Request for Employment Transfer to Ms.  stating: “I,  am requesting an employee transfer on the basis that my health is being significantly impacted as a result of undue stress at work.”  Comp. Exh. 6; Comp. Exh. 3 par 11.  Ms.  forwarded to Ms. for a decision.  Ms. denied the request immediately.  In the Request, Complainant cited that she had asthma attack on November 21, 2008 as result of a trial period performance review meeting she had with   Id.; ROI 311, 312.  Also in the Request, Complainant memorialized about the February 13, 2009 mid-point performance review session where Ms.  asked Complainant if Complainant would feel ‘safe’ taking the metro to the new location in  VA. and stated: ‘I’m concerned about your mental state.”  Complainant also noted in the Request that she was denied to attend conferences due to Ms.  concern about Complainant’s health issue and that every ggg employees on Complainant team had gone on conferences except Complainant.  Complainant also mentioned in the Request that she was subjected to a hostile work environment and unfair treatment which [in turn] had negatively impacted her already severe case of asthma.  Comp. Exh. 6.  
The reasons for requesting employment transfer were expressed to management clearly: to alleviate her worsening medical conditions associated with Complainant’s actual asthma; and to avoid a hostile work environment and disparate treatment based on Ms. XXX’s regarding Complainant as a person with (mental) disability.  Id.  
In any event, for the purpose of this amendment Motion, it suffices to emphasize that the request for transfer was made based on her actual disability (asthma) and perceived disability on the part of Ms. XXXX suspecting Complainant of having some unidentified mental impairment.  Id.
Based on the foregoing, the claim no. 8 must be amended as articulated above.

A proposed order is attached herewith.

											Respectfully submitted,
		
		Chungsoo J. Lee							Complainant Representative						EEO 21, LLC								148 E. Street Road, Suite 321						Feasterville, PA  19053						Office: 215-947-0243							Fax: 215-947-0343							Mobile: 215-939-5831						Eeo21.com; cslee@eeo21.com


U.S. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE
131 M Street, N.E., Suite 4NW02F
Washington, D.C. 20507
TIFFENEY I. JOHNSON,
Complainant,


EEOC No.: 570-2010-00810X
 v.


Agency No.: DIA-00046-2009
DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (“DIA”),
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE,
Agency,




Date: Nov. 7, 2011


ORDER

	Upon review of Complainant’s Motion to Amend and Agency’s response thereto, if any, I hereby grant Complainant’s Motion.  Accordingly, the new allegation stated as follows shall be added to the instant claim before me for adjudication in the matter reference above:

Based on her race (African-American) and disability (Asthma, perceived or otherwise), and based on her prior EEO activity, Complainant was discriminated and retaliated against when on October 11, 2011 Complainant learned that on September 15, 2011 her employment with  contractor, , was terminated due to Agency’s cessation of her security clearance, which was necessary for Complainant to enter  building to have meetings with  staff as part of her essential duties as Communications Support Specialist for .  

	It is further ordered that the accepted claim no. 8 be revised to read as follows:

On April 13, 2009 Complainant was denied an employment transfer as a reasonable accommodation.


It is so ORDERED,



For the Commission					Kurt Hodges
				Administrative Judge


c:
Chungsoo J. Lee
EEO 21, LLC
148 E. Street Road, Suite 321
Feasterville, PA  19053
Via fax: 215-947-0343
XXXXX
Assistant General Counsel
XXXX Agency
XXXXX
Via fax: XXXXX

Ms. X
XXXXX
Via First Class Mail


				


				

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, the undersigned, hereby certify that I served the foregoing documentss (COMPLAINANT’S RESPONSE TO AGENCY’S SUMMARY JUDGMENT MOTION and the accompanying exhibits 1--7 and the accompanying attachments) wereto the individuals indicated below by means indicated below on the date of signature below: 

Administrative Judge





Kurt Hodges
US Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Washington Field Office
131 M. Street NE, Suite 4NW02F
Washington, DC  20507

By Priority Mail

Agency Representative



XXXX
Assistant General Counsel
XXXXX



By Priority Mail 


Complainant

XXXXX




By Priority Mail





	
Nov. 7, 2011					
___________________________________________________________________
Chungsoo J. Lee,
	EEO 21, LLC
	148 E. Street Road, Suite 321
	Feasterville-Trevose, PA  19053
	215-947-0243 (office)
	215-939-5831 (mobile)
	215-947-0343 (fax)
	chunglee.eeo21 (Skype)
	www.eeo21.com; cslee@eeo21.com


